MSD-related injuries can have a significant impact on your business. In 2003, $13-20 Billion was spent on MSDs alone. Read more on work injury facts and find out what actions you can take today to avoid the risks of MSD-related injuries to your operation and your employees.

Did You KNOW?

For every $1 in direct costs, there is an ADDITIONAL $4-12 in indirect costs.

What Does Ignoring Musculoskeletal Health Cost Employers?

Check out the true, but unseen costs of MSDs in Workers Comp.

- **Average Cost of a Wrist Strain**: $8 K
- **Average Cost of Non-Surgical Carpal Tunnel**: $14 K
- **Total MSDs Reported Annually**: >1,000,000 M
- **Average Lost Work Days per MSD**: 9 Days
- **25% of MSD Cases Result in 31+ Lost Days**
- **4X Indirect Costs are 4X Greater than Direct Costs**
- **$1.00 of Every $3.00 is MSDs Workers Comp.**

We believe the best injury to treat is the one that NEVER happened!

Our clients experience a 7:1 return on their investment in our solutions. It just makes good business sense to keep an ache from becoming a pain!